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Burnout Solution
The problem with burnout is that most doctors might not recognise 
it, but I’ve been through it, I know what it feels like - and not only 
have I had it twice, I’ve also came out of burnout twice. After 15 
years of medical studies, I started researching holistic solutions for 
burnout, including mindfulness and energy healing. Burnout is a 
complex problem, and it needs a very comprehensive solution.

The combination of my skills is hard to find. I’ve trained as 
a medical doctor. I have a lot of experience with burnout, I 
experienced it myself, and I have treated many patients and 
colleagues for it. 

That’s why I have developed The Burnout Solution.

Recognising the Symptoms of Burnout
Do you feel exhausted most of the time?
Are you struggling to get out of bed in the morning?
Do you dislike your job (but continue because it pays your bills)?
Is your relationship falling apart?   
Are you overwhelmed with the responsibilities put upon you  
by both your work and home life?
Would you like to spend more quality time with your loved ones?
Do you lie awake worrying at night? 

Dangers of Burnout
People who are exhausted and/or have a low mood have a higher risk 
of accidents, not only causing damage to themselves but also to others, 
whether it is in traffic, or whether it is in hospital. So this is a very important 
issue that needs to be addressed.



Visit our website www.burnoutexpert.com  
to download our free ebook  
- From Exhausted to Excited

Call Dr V for a FREE session  
now on 07900 842 692.

veerle@burnoutexpert.com 

twitter.com/tburnoutexpert

facebook.com/DrVeerleVanTricht 
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